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PINION
O

Retention elections best course
They would spare us of
distasteful ads

Minneapolis who is president
of the Minnesota State Bar
Association and chair of the
Coalition for Impartial Justice,
points out that almost 95 percent of all judges
first get to the bench through a process of merit
selection/gubernatorial appointment to fill
mid-term vacancies. He also said that more than
90 percent of all judges stand for election to
subsequent terms without any opponent and yet,
81 percent of Minnesotans think merit selection
has produced a qualified and impartial state
court.
Brisbois adds that in neighboring states
during the last 10 years, $200 million has been
spent on attack-ad-style campaigns in judicial
elections. This spending will only worsen
because interest groups can also now spend
unlimited money independently to influence any
election.
Is this some fringe element’s plan to
circumvent voters’ rights? Nope. Supporters
include former Republican Gov. Al Quie,
former DFL Senate Majority Leader Roger Moe,
Common Cause Minnesota, the Center of the
American Experiment, the Citizens League,
the League of Women Voters in Minnesota,
the Minnesota Chamber of Commerce,
Minnesota Association of Justice, Hennepin
County Bar Association, the Minnesota State
Bar Association, the Council on Crime and
Justice; and the (Sandra Day) O’Connor Judicial
Selection Initiative. Sandra Day O’Connor,
you will remember, was appointed to the U.S.
Supreme Court by President Ronald Reagan.
Retention elections operate without problems
in several other states. In other states, they
experience judicial elections politicized by
special-interest concerns and large-money
donors seeking undue influence.
If bills before the Legislature (HF 224/SF 70)
are approved, the proposed amendment would
appear on the November ballot.

EDITORIAL

Minnesota does not want to
repeat the mistakes of a few other states by
allowing the selection of judges to be subject
to cutthroat political advertisements that are
ruthless, vicious, bombastic and crass. You know
– typical political ads on TV.
Thanks to an unwise decision by the U.S.
Supreme Court, judicial candidates in Minnesota
are free to do just that: Throw mud in ads just
like the other folks running for political office.
Even worse, they can indicate how they would
rule in certain kinds of cases – never mind the
facts in the cases presented before the court.
Candidates can make campaign promises on
issues and cases that might come before them
and solicit campaign contributions from specialinterest groups.
A bill before the state Legislature would allow
voters to amend the constitution in a way that
will ascertain that well-qualified people become
judges and still give voters the opportunity to
throw them out of office if they don’t live up to
their promise.
Under the proposal, there no longer would be
contested elections for judges. Instead, judges
would be appointed by the governor from a list
of nominees presented by a judicial selection
committee, which would evaluate the candidates.
This would not be a change: Most judges in
Minnesota today are appointed anyway.
Under the proposal, the judges would be
subject to a retention election at the first general
election held more than three years after he
or she was appointed. Judicial terms would
be extended from six to eight years. Prior to
the retention election, a judicial performance
commission – a nonpartisan, independent
panel – would evaluate judges with the results
made public. Even if a judge gets a negative
performance review, he or she still can run for
retention.
If voters reject a judge in the election, he or
she would step down and the governor would
appoint a new judge.
Opponents of the bill say the concerns about
money and politics are exaggerated and that a
retention election would deprive voters from
choosing from among judicial candidates on the
ballot.
But Leo I. Brisbois, an attorney in

This editorial originally appeared in the
Shakopee Valley News, a sister publication of
the Eden Prairie News.
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Live it: Filling the bucket list
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CITY OF EDEN PRAIRIE

EP should
promote
bicycle safety
Recently the magazine
“Bicycling” voted Minneapolis No. 1 in “America’s
Top 50 Bike-Friendly Cities.” This is in part due
to Minnesota’s “Share the
Road” rules for drivers and
bicyclists. The eight rules
aid in sharing the road more
safely and enjoyably.
1. Bicyclists may ride on
all Minnesota roads, except
where restricted.
2. Bicyclists should ride
on the road, and must ride

in the same direction as
traffic.
3. Motorists must at all
times maintain a three-foot
clearance when passing a
bicyclist.
4. Bicyclists must obey
all traffic control signs and
signals, just as motorists.
5. Motorists and bicyclists must yield the rightof-way to each other.
6. Bicyclists must signal
their turns and should ride
in a predictable manner.
7. Bicyclists must use a
headlight and rear reflectors when it’s dark. To increase visibility, add a rear
flashing light.
8. Bicyclists should al-

ways wear helmets.
Unfortunately, Eden Prairie streets and mall byways
are not bike friendly. As
a bike commuter, it has
been necessary on numerous occasions to maneuver
quickly to avoid an accident
from uninformed and distracted drivers. Wouldn’t it
be advantageous for Eden
Prairie leaders and citizens
to challenge our community
by promoting additional
bike lanes/facilities and
upholding bike safety thus
further advancing “Live
Well Eden Prairie” and meriting a similar accolade?
Kathy Hanson
Eden Prairie
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“What is next on your bucket list?” my son
asks me one evening, while we are sitting
across from each other eating fudge pops.
Hmph, I think, I am not ready to have a
bucket list. The phrase “bucket list” was
popularized by the 2007 Morgan Freeman/Jack
Nicholson movie by the same title, about two
men who believe they’re dying, and set about to
do all the things they haven’t yet done in their
lives. In the movie, they are older than I am
and so I just thought that was something one
does later. Why does my son think I’m ready to
have a bucket list?
Ah, yes. I have learned the “life lesson”
answer to this question. I should live each day
to its fullest. Do all the things I want to do, each
and every day. I don’t know what the future
holds. I know this to be true. Life hands out too
many curve balls to hold onto any “I’ll get to it
later” kind of response.
Yet, I’ve been thinking about all the things
I do not want to do in my life. These are
activities that I hear about, read about and
watch other people do. And these are things
I have on my Liza (“There’s a Hole in the
Bucket”) List. Full disclosure follows:
Sky dive – I don’t ever want to feel my body
hurtling through the atmosphere.
Be on a reality television show – I don’t want
to dance, survive, sing, have a make-over or
cook publicly.
Open a restaurant – it’s hard enough to feed
a hungry football player in fall and then adapt
to feeding the leaner hungry wrestler in winter.
Climb Mount Everest – hiking is one thing,
but going where the air is thin, the crevasses
deep and the risks perilous is quite another.
Run a marathon – I can barely run the 3.2
miles around Purgatory Creek to raise money
for a nonprofit; the idea of running from St.
Paul to Minneapolis seems simply unnatural.
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Filling buckets.

prairie
rustlings

Okay, there. It’s done. My Liza List is
written.
So back to that Bucket List … and to my
son finishing up his fudge bar, waiting for an
answer. Yes, I do have a list of things I want to
do. I want to learn Spanish and volunteer in
Peru for part of a year. I want to teach my dog
to fetch her leash if she wants a walk. I want to
hike the same stretch of the Superior Hiking
Trail in spring, summer, fall and then winter. I
want to write eight more books. I want to raise
thousands of dollars for cancer research. For
starters, that is. I’m sure the list will grow as I
begin to check these things off …
Live it. Fill those buckets and live it.
Jody Russell is an Eden Prairie Web designer, photographer and writer. Her columns
appear regularly in the Eden Prairie News.

Rep. Maria Ruud is too
liberal for Eden Prairie. Oh,
I’m sure she is a nice lady.
But in terms of fighting for
taxpayers, her voting record
is one of the worst in the
Minnesota Legislature.
The Minnesota Taxpayer’s League gave Ruud a 13
out of a possible 100 in 2009.
That means that 87 percent
of the time, Ruud votes the
way her DFL leadership tells
her to vote – and against the
taxpayers of Eden Prairie.
The previous year (2008)
she scored even worse – she
scored a big fat zero.
Her votes included bil-

lions of dollars in new tax
increases that, in this tough
economy, Minnesota families just cannot afford.
Sen. Larry Pogemiller
once summed up the DFL
mentality when he said: “I
think it’s simplistic and naive to say people can spend
their money better than the
government.” Rep. Cy Thao
echoed the same sentiments
when he said: “When you
guys win, you get to keep
your money. When we win,
we take your money.” Is that
the government we want in
St. Paul?
Thankfully voters in 42A
have an alternative – and his
name is Kirk Stensrud.
Kirk is someone who understands that you cannot

balance a state budget by
breaking the budgets of Minnesota families. According
to the nonpartisan Tax Foundation, Minnesota ranks No.
43 in business climate. Kirk
knows firsthand how hard it
is to run a business because
he runs his own business.
He signs the paychecks. He
knows what businesses have
to go through to keep jobs viable in today’s economy.
Next November, let’s
send a real message of
hope and change and vote
for Kirk Stensrud for 42A
representative. For more
information, please check
out Kirk’s website (www.
kirk4rep.com).
Peter Bozanich
Eden Prairie
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EDEN PRAIRIE SCHOOL DISTRICT

Piece
missing from
facilities plan
The School Board felt
comfortable enough on Feb.
23 to vote to close Oak Point
as it exists today, converting
the district to a K-6 model.
But there are so many undefined components that
it’s hard to believe anyone would feel comfortable
making such a significant
decision with such a lack of
information.

One of the most alarming areas lacking detail is
the $900,000 range in the
estimated budget. We don’t
know how the elementary
school boundaries will be
redrawn. We don’t know
how Oak Point’s programs
and services, such as math,
music and extra-curriculars, will be delivered.
Personally, I’m wondering if the board or superintendent has thought through
the logistics. According to a
document on the Eden Prairie Schools site, prepared
for a focus group on the

facilities proposals, there
are approximately 1,400 students in the fifth and sixth
grades at Oak Point. According to the same document,
there are only 300 available
spaces for students across
all four existing elementary
schools. Where will the remaining 1,100 students go?
Will they go to Oak Point,
in the portion of the building not occupied by Spanish
Immersion? If that’s the
case, then how could that be
a choice school? Are we go-
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